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Now in the new age and in connection with ancient love, we have 

created the Spiritual Foundation of Bani so that what we inherit from 

the events of life through the efforts of the elders of the path, great 

men and Soul Ambassadors, will be share with you and along the 
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spiritual path, we also for our part, give and receive of that magnificent 

legacy, teachings of Borchagon, Pure Wine and the essence of life, and 

align ourselves with the Almighty NIRALA to overcome all obstacles, 

and embark on the path of those Soul Ambassadors and begin the 

journey.  
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The Bani Foundation is a spiritual, educational, cultural and artistic 

institution, dedicated to the education and training of spiritual 

seekers from the level of self-knowledge to the spiritual world. 

 Holding Satsang classes in person and not in person. 

 Educating Arahata and Vahana. 
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 Holding Vahana meetings in person, and online. 

 Run the initiation ceremony. 

 Spiritual tours. 

 Holding seminars and the New Year celebration. 

 Preparation and performance of radio and television programs. 

 Holding face-to-face and non in person mantra gathering. 
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 Publishing the monthly and quarterly journal. 

 Writing and publishing book. 

 Compilation of monthly discourses. 

 Spiritual counseling sessions. 

 Various spiritual workshops, such as : 
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1. Pratyaharay Workshop - Includes secret teachings on how to 

retreat from the lower worlds and ascend to the spiritual realm in 

the short and direct path. 

2. Pro-Vidya Training Workshop - Includes lessons on fate cycles, 

root finding for karmic causes and issues, preparing for the issues 

and obstacles we will face along the way. 
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3. Soul Travelling Training Workshop - Includes practical and 

online exercises and maditations to discover, experience and 

explore the divine worlds and take advantage of its many benefits. 

4. The Golden Wisdom Language Workshop - Includes tutorials to 

acknowledge the guidance coming towards us through the Holy 

Spirit. 
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5. Awake Dreams Workshop - Includes teachings to recognize the 

events and occurrence we are dealing with every day but we may 

be deprived from their meaning and guidance due to lack of enough 

knowledge. 

6. Secret science of Numerics Workshop - Understand the 

meanings of numbers and better understanding of the dates and 

events of your life such as your birthday and knowing your 
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personality strengths and weaknesses as well as a better 

understanding of the Pro-vidia and the golden wisdom . 

7. Spiritual Dreaming Training Workshop - Includes tutorials that 

lead to a true understanding of your dreams.  Understanding the 

context of dreams and their mysteries. 

8. Mind Control Training Workshop - Includes the understanding 

of the mind and how it functions and how to control thoughts, and 
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mastery and cognition on pillars of mind at the more advanced 

levels. 

9. Rays of Nature Workshop, Pro-Vidya Branch - Spiritual 

understanding of the natural elements, animals, trees, mountains 

and seas, signs and spiritual blessings and the effects they have on 

our lives. 
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10. Chain Workshop on Anatomy - Includes an understanding of 

the bodies and their properties, such as physical body and natural 

secrets and creation in it. 

11. Banisar Workshop - Includes recognizing the soul awareness 

(being, seeing and knowing) and how to use the soul consciousness 

in everyday's life. 
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12. The 12 Stages Satsang of the sacred Haray's Ladder - 

Understanding the sacred Haray and the function of God through it 

in our lives. 

13. Shariyat Satsang - Explain and interpret the meanings in the first, 

second, ..., fifth, ... and how to meditate and receive their blessings. 

14. Darshan Workshop - Learn about the process of receiving the 

Divine Darshan through the action and reaction of the five bodies. 
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15. Workshops such as vibration workshop, cosmic mind, white 

mind, initiation, sound and light, .... 

And other workshops and Satsangs that have been and will continue to 

be held online and in person at institute. 
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Some of the published books include : 

1. Fifth Shariyat 

2. Tsunami of God 

3. The Prince of Light Volume 1 and 2 
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4. The Sacred Silence of God Volume 1 and 2 

5. Nirala the God of Love 

6. Dialogue with the Inner Master 

7. Dreams to Come Volume 1 and 2 

8. Self-knowledge, the Key to Spiritual Understanding 

9. Pure Wine (Divan of Poems) 

10. Daily Stories 
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11. Battle of Gods 

12. Spiritual Journey of the Soul 

13. Love Inspirations 
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For members of the Foundation, Thirteen Discourses for the period 

of thirteen years, will be offer since the arrival of Shabda to the 

Foundation. More details are provided in the Membership Services 

section. 
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Hamsa Magazine, now available in Persian and English in quarterly 

and monthly. These publications provide the public real-life stories of 

Shabdas, health articles in traditional medicine, a review of Bani 

teaching resources, an overview of activities, and other useful material 

for free. 
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It should be noted that many other writings, such as new books, 

workshops, meetings, Satsangs, and spiritual experiences and lessons 

that have been performed on social networks but have not been 

published, will be offered to followers and seekers in the future and 

will be announced to public. 
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The Bani Cultural-Spiritual Foundation consists of the Founder, and 

Elected Board of Directors, including experienced RASAs, diligent 

Mahdis, devoted Arahatas, as well as devoted spiritual associates and 

other members who come together to consider and maintain 
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hierarchies, and with alignment with high management of the 

Foundation  fulfill their affairs and mission. 

The Bani Foundation, in terms of its external form, is organized into 

the following combination: 

1. High Management of the Foundation 

2. Institute Management 

3. RASAs 
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4. Mahdises 

5. Spiritual Associates 

6. Arahatas 

7. Publication Manager 

8. Vahana's Executives 

9. Vahanas 

10. ShabdaHarays 
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11. Shabdas 

12. Spiritual Seekers 

Senior Management of the Foundation: Founder of the Bani 

Foundation; author of required books, writing and editing 

discourses; organizing seminars and overseeing all matters. 
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Management of the Institute: Supervise the execution of the 

affairs of the Foundation by senior management of the 

Foundation. 

RASAs: Supervising regional affairs and holding necessary meetings 

of the Foundation in the region. 
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Mahdises: Holding discourse-related Satsangs; Performing 

initiation ceremonies; Answering confidential questions of 

newcomers, shabdas and initiates. 

Spiritual Assistants: Contribute to all levels of administration and 

affairs, based on experience and specialty (responsible for 

membership, Head of Public Relations, ...). 

Arahatas: Holding weekly sstsangs and answering members. 
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Publications Manager: Supervising the activities and affairs 

related to the Publications of the Foundation's work. 

Vahana Managers: Supervising the affairs of the vahana as well as 

promoting Bani teachings. 

Vahanas: The passionate initiates or newcomers who promote the 

principles of the Bani teachings and propagates light and sound. 
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ShabdaHarays: Second to Fourth initiates in Bani Foundation have 

an active presence in the Vahana and Satsang activities. 

Shabdas: Newcomers who have been in Bani's teaching for the first 

two years of their activities and have not yet received their 

second initiation. 
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Spiritual Seekers: Other enthusiastic people who have sought 

information about Bani Foundation activities but have not yet 

received membership. 
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According to the evidence available in the first step, our activities 

date back to 2002 in Iran, when the activities were still open and we 

were able to train and hold the Satsangs by registering with the 
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PouyaMahdis Scientific Institute, many became familiar with Bani 

basics and were followed by different initiates. 

The second step, after the ban on spiritual classes, hidden activities 

often in social media became popular which we were able to support 

enthusiasts. During this time, most of the activities on the WhatsApp 

and Telegram channels continued as “Children of Bani” until early 2020 

and were held in all dimensions round the clock around globe such as 
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Satsangs classes, collective mantra, various workshops, in-person 

seminars. 

Following numerous requests from around the world, we sought to 

further expand our local and global activities through the legal 

registration of the Bani Foundation in California USA as well as the 

establishment of a representative office in Nigeria. These activities are 

now continuing with remarkable speed and order. 
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Though as the old saying goes; 
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Mr. Kamal Almasi Jaf for the last time was born in 1970 in Iran-

Kurdistan. He was the founder of the spiritual, cultural, educational, 

artistic and educational Bani, a photographer and journalist and a 

prolific and hard-working writer of our time, and he dedicated his life 

and finance in this path, also in war and peace he writes discourses 
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and spiritual treatises, as well as teaching truth-seekers and leadership 

training. 

He was arrested and sentenced to death in court by Islamic rulers 

following his religious activities. Although the government itself had 

issued the necessary permits for the PouyaMahdis Institute of Science, 

but since the Divine Wisdom was to hold the glass by the stone, the 

death sentence was violated by the Supreme Court, after serving three 
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years in jail and torture and medieval captivity Was abandoned, but 

the burning love of God within did not leave him and caused him to 

reactivate his activities and again he was persecuted, he abandoned 

his home and money, inevitably surrendered himself to the Divine and 

left the country to seek refuge in Iraq-Kurdistan, becoming a servant of 

love once again, didn't give up and continued on this path, tried even 

harder and helped many, and with his great effort the Bani Foundation 
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inaugurated and opened to the seekers of truth, light and sound, and 

in the light of that ever-shining sun, the path of divine knowledge 

continues. 
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The Bani Foundation is a non-profit and independent organization. 

Therefore, all expenses are provided by the board of directors and part 

of the funds received from official members and donations for the 

discourse and the sale of books. 
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Shabda enjoys the following services by joining the Bani Foundation 

and receiving its membership: 

Shabda receives first year discourse upon joining. This discourse has 

been designed and edited according to the needs of a newcomer to 

the teachings of Bani. After one year, Shabda can be provided the 

second-year discourse by extending her membership to next year. 
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Likewise, in the years ahead, he may receive the discourse of next year 

by renewing his membership. Receiving discourse does not mean 

getting initiate, it is merely a lesson that a ShabdaHaray must learn in 

order to grow spiritually, and in principle the initiation is given through 

the Inner Master. These discourses are emailed monthly to members 

according to the level at which they are in, up to thirteen years. In 

these discourses, there are monthly or weekly exercises, and Shabada 
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can tune to his spiritual rhythm and act accordingly to avoid confusion 

on the spiritual path. 

It is clear that the initiations are only given by the Inner Master, but 

in the Bani Foundation, thanks to the presence of Mahdises, with many 

years of pure and loving service through the Bani, this is now fulfilled, 

and dear Shabdas can stabilize their initiation awareness according to 
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the level they have and receive the relevant ceremony through the 

Foundation's Mahdises. 
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With his membership in the Bani Foundation, Shabda can take 

advantage of facilities such as Arahatas and Mahdises Satsangs 

sessions. It should be noted that these meetings will be designed to 

better understanding of discourse content, in which all members can 

move forward with their active presence to transmit the knowledge 
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gained through discourse studies and books also to gain more capacity 

to receive further lessons. 
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And you, dear seeker, now familiar with all of our activities and 

goals at the Bani Foundation, if you are personally eager for more 

information and details, please contact us through the relevant 

resources listed below. 
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The Bani Foundation's public classes are currently being held at the 

newly established Public Library in Hayward, CA. 

Address : 888 C Street and Heritage Plaza, Hayward ,California 
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888 C Street and Heritage Plaza, Hayward  ,CA 
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https://www.bani-foundation.com 

https://www.facebook.com/banifoundationn 

https://instagram.com/bani_foundation 

https://t.me/Membership_bani 

https://t.me/Public_Relation 

https://www.bani-foundation.com/
https://www.facebook.com/banifoundationn
https://instagram.com/bani_foundation
https://t.me/Membership_bani
https://t.me/Public_Relation
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Contact with the Bani Foundation's PR department about your 

questions, criticisms and suggestions. 

 

Banifoundation.pr@gmail.com 

+1 925 436 8601 
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+234 816 558 0039 

+44 7727 150305 

+61 481 777 892 

+49 152 55323575 

+47 473 34 363 
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We will welcome you in advance and welcome you through the Truth 

and Altar of Bani, and we will be pleased to meet you. By choosing 

Bani Melodies you will truly experience the fire of God's Love and will 

not be the person you used to be. 
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 It's an ancient name for the Divine Consciousness. Bani is a living 

stream of God's life and consciousness that encompasses all life, 

consciousness, wisdom, power, and divine love, and all beings, of all 

levels and all of God's worlds live out of it. 
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 There was a region in the Golden Age called 

Borchagon, during which time a collection of ancient masters was 

formed and their supreme teaching was called Borchagon. 

 It is a name for God and that is the indescribable authority of 

the Bani teachings. 

 The true essence and true self of every creature. 
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 The God-men and agents of God in His worlds, 

each of whom has been assigned a mission and responsibility to 

serve Him. 

 The connection of individual consciousness to Divine 

Consciousness, the degree of initiation shows the degree of that 

connection. 
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 is someone who, in his personal endeavors, has come into 

contact with Bani's current at the level he deserves. 

 is the experienced spiritual teacher in education affair. 

 is the process of promoting and advertising the teachings of 

Bani. It also refers to the person who promotes the teachings of 

Bani. 
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 These are the textbooks that Shabda receives after joining 

the Bani Foundation. 

 Awareness of the Soul; Being, seeing, knowing. 

 in this context refers to Bani's followers and initiates 

gathering, but it also has other meanings in the discourse 

descriptions. 
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 A facet of Divine Consciousness that guides the soul 

back to the true home. 

 Another word to call the Inner Master in Bani's teaching. 
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